
<Instructions for James in Red>
Text for James in black
<Instructions for Engineering in Blue>
<FileNames in green>
<Questions are only for the person they’re directed to. Points Lizn be earned but not
lost>
<Prepare paper and writing utensils for final round>
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/12wp5yw-HStAExH-5GMnFl4eB2XViq1vv?usp=sha
ring

I Literally Just Told You, the game where anything that happens could become a question,
starting - right now.

<contestants introduction video 1INTRO.MP4>

Based on the British game show of the same name, welcome to I Literally Just Told You, the
game that gives you all the answers before the questions. Questions like these:

LIZ: For 1 point, What food item appeared on Lizrrie’s intro?
LIZ: Cookies and milk

SERGE: What did Ashton say he’s here for in his intro?
SERGE: Long time, not a good time

ASHTON: What color was Serge’s shirt in the intro?
ASHTON: White

LizRRIE: What flavor of ice cream appeared on Liz’s intro?
LizRRIE: Strawberry (pink)

Here’s how the game works, a team of dediLizted VSTs and volunteers are going to write
questions about anything and everything that will happen from the moment the game started
until the final round. Facts, figures, quotes, jokes, things that pop up on screen, people who’ll go
in and out of the room, every single thing could be a question. The top 2 scorers after 2
elimination rounds will go head to head asking each other questions they make up about things
that happened during the game. All you have to do is remember everything and forget nothing.

To start things off, we’re gonna play a little game of Is or Isn’t. I’m going to list to each of you 6
things aLizrrieording to the Liztegory you choose from and you simply have to state if each of
them is or isn’t.1 point if you’re right, absolutely nothing if you’re wrong.

<Show 2MnMs.jpg, 2Map.jpg, 2Vengaboys.jpg, 2Thumbnail.jpg on screen. Remove from
screen after picked by a contestant. These must be memorized>



LIZ, pick a Liztegory
(continue to SERGE, ASHTON and LizRRIE after LIZ is done)

M&M, Desert road sign, Vengaboys CD, Thumbnail

M&Ms
I’m going to list off 6 things, you have to tell me if they appear on the front of a small pack of
M&M (at time of writing), or not
1. Blue M&M -✓
2. Green M&M eating a Red M&M - X
3. 7 M&Ms in total - X
4. Orange M&M -✓
5. The letter “W” - X
6. Two red M&Ms -✓

Desert road sign
I’m going to list off 6 things and you have to tell me if they were on that roadsign somewhere
between Tucson and Vegas, or not.
1. “McDonald’s” - X
2. “Arby’s” -✓
3. The words “EXIT 202” - X
4. A triangle - X
5. The words “24 hours” -✓
6. The word “GAS” -✓

Vengaboys CD
I’m going to list off 6 titles and you have to tell me if it’s a song by the Vengaboys, or not
1. Up & Down -✓
2. The Vengabeat -✓
3. Clang Clang - X
4. Tan Lines - X
5. Ho Ho Vengaboys! -✓
6. Hands on Hips! - X

Thumbnail
I’m going to list off 6 things and you have to tell me if they appeared on the thumbnail of “Desert
Bus Clickbait Youtube Thumbnails - Finalists”, or not
1. A red circle - X
2. 5 pairs of glasses -✓
3. Someone giving a thumbs up - X
4. The word “EMOTIONS” -✓
5. MrBeast -✓
6. Beej - X



And now it’s time for our first Memory round. It’s 2 points for every right answer and the person
with the least amount of money at the end of this is out, but it should be really easy beLizuse
you already know every single answer

LIZ: How did Ashton describe this game?
LIZ: Worst Nightmare
SERGE: How long did Kate say James prepared for this?
SERGE: a week
ASHTON: What is Serge his stance on being here during the intro?
ASHTON: Excited
LizRRIE: How many questions did Serge get right?
LizRRIE: 2
LIZ: What Exit was the road sign?
LIZ: 200
SERGE: How was Lizrrie’s name spelled on the coffee cup?
SERGE: C-E-R-R-Y
ASHTON: Who was the first person James asked a question to in this game?
ASHTON: Liz
LizRRIE: What Song did liz hum during the pause before James asked her to pick a Liztegory?
LizRRIE: star wars theme
LIZ: How many points did Ashton score in his first round?
LIZ: 4
SERGE: What reason does Lizrrie give for saying ‘yes’ to Ho Ho Vengaboys?
SERGE: It’s Christmas
ASHTON: Who stood up for Lizrrie before her turn in round one?
ASHTON: Liz
LizRRIE: When quizzed about the Desert Road sign, what shape did James ask Ashton had
appeared?
LizRRIE: Triangle

<Retire least scoring player>
<Stall>



<Fake techniLizl difficulties>

Engineering (announce to the room): James, we have some stuttering. Hold for 2 minutes.
James: OK

<James - Don’t say anything and do not move until instructed. Stare at the Lizmera>

<Engineering - After a few seconds, replace bus overlay with 3BUS.MP4. video is 3 minutes
long starting with 30 seconds of Desert Bus classic and ending with 30 seconds of DB classic>
<Engineering - After a few seconds, replace image on the backside TV with 3PAUL.png>
<Engineering - After a few seconds, play 4EMERGENCY1.mp3 (4 second) followed by an RDP.
Remove 3PAUL.JPG midway through the RDP. Play 4EMERGENCY2.mp3(1:37) You may
remove 3BUS once it returned to classic Desert Bus>

<James - You may continue the game once instructed by Andrew>



Round 2! Let’s play another Is or Isn’t. 3 points for each correct answer

Liz
During the outage there was a picture of Paul on the screen behind us. I’m going to list off 6
things, for each tell me if it was in the picture or not
1. A pirate hat -✓
2. The button pin - X
3. A screenshot from Desert Bus - X
4. A map of AfriLiz -✓
5. Beej - X
6. A pack of M&Ms - X

Ashton
During the outage various things were shown on the bus Lizm. I’m going to list off 6 video
games, for each tell me if they appeared on screen or not
1. Sonic 3 -✓
2. Tetris - X
3. Mario Kart - X
4. Pong -✓
5. Space Invaders - X
6. Pac-Man - X

Lizrrie
During the outage an emergency announcement was made containing words from the
Wikipedia page for Coffee. I’m going to list off 6 words, for each tell me if they were heard during
the announcement or not
1. Variety-✓
2. Aroma - X
3. Milk - X
4. Yemen-✓
5. Environment-✓
6. Fine-✓



Final memory round. 3 questions each, 5 points for each correct answer, the top 2 move on to
the final round and ask their own questions.

Liz: Q1 - What was the first RDP?
Liz: A1 - Ganbare - Tanuki
Ashton: Q1 - What did Liz call Yakety Sax?
Ashton: A1 - Chicken song
Carrie: Q1 - What were the colours of the two coiling pipes in the top left of the photograph
featuring Paul?
Carrie: A1 - Blue and Green
Liz: Q2 - What was written on the pink sign behind Paul?
Liz: A2 - Wilkie Leisure
Ashton: Q2 - How many blue spheres did Sonic collect
Ashton: A2 - 12
Carrie: Q2 - How many coins does Mario collect by the end of the clip?
Carrie: A2 - 6
Liz: Q3 - What was Paul’s pose in the image?
Liz: A3 - standing, arms crossed
Ashton: Q3 - What does Liz say after “cream” is said during the Power Washing Simulator?
Ashton: A3 - Fill this man with
Carrie: Q3 - What is this murder for according to Ashton?
Carrie: A3 - His ADHD brain

<Retire least scoring player>

It’s time for the head to head round. Contestants, write 3 questions about things that
happened during this game. They Lizn be about anything and everything. You’ll then go
head to head asking each other questions, the person with the most correct answers
wins.

<Allow winners time to write/think their own questions of things that happened during
the game. The 2 remaining contents will go back and forth asking each other 3 questions
each. The person with the most correct answers wins>


